Anhui University

Founded in 1928, Anhui University (AHU), is a key comprehensive institution of higher education on the list of the national “Double First-Class” Initiative, and co-sponsored by Anhui Provincial People’s Government and China’s Education Ministry.

What will you get?
Experience of study in AHU and daily life of local family
Lectures about Chinese culture and Hui-culture
Visiting famous attractions including Mount Huangshan
Interaction with AHU students

Basic Information
Period: July 2-9, 2019
Venue: Anhui, China
Contact: summerschoolahu@126.com
Registration deadline: April 30, 2019
Program Fee: USD 350 per person
(food, accommodation, local transportation, lectures and field trips)
More Information: http://gjc.ahu.edu.cn/
**Schedule**

**D1 Arrival and Check in**
All participants will be picked up in the airport or the railway station and be accompanied by the volunteers to check in at Qinyuan Hotel in AHU.

**Study in AHU**

**D2 Opening Ceremony**
Lecture I: Introduction to “Belt and Road” Initiative Campus Tour, Visiting AHU History Museum

**D3**
Lecture II: Study in AHU
Lecture III: Chinese Characters
Outdoor Activities

**Enjoying Hefei**

**D4 Visiting Jianghuai Automobile Co.Ltd. (JAC )**
Field Trip to Chaohu Lake & Binhu Wetland Park
Visiting Anhui Museum

**D5**
A day with local family

**Exploring Anhui**

**D6 Visiting ancient villages in south Anhui**
The Hongcun village was first built in the Southern Song Dynasty more than 800 years ago. It is honored the “countryside in the Chinese painting” and has been inscribed on the World Heritage List.

**D7 Visiting Mount Huangshan**
Mount Huangshan is a representative of the beautiful landscape of China and boasts the laurels of Natural and Cultural Heritage of UNESCO and the World Geopark. It is a mixture of all merits of mountains and the pines, rocks, clouds, hot springs and snow are known as the “Five Stunning Views” of Mount Huangshan.

**D8 Back to Hefei**
Closing Ceremony and Departure